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The PANTHORA 
Remote Monitoring 
System, a customizable 
solution for monitoring 
remote sites with 
possibility to intervene 
remotely, is designed 
and developed by 
TELCOSERV S.A.

The smooth 
execution 
of all critical 
operations of the 
business without 
interruption.

The detection of 
any malfunction of 
the infrastructure 
under inspection 
to prevent any 
operational 
problems.

Decrease of 
the operational 
costs by avoiding 
unnecessary on-site 
interventions/visits 
to the inspected 
infrastructure.

Monitoring and 
optimizing the 
use of resources 
leading to 
improvement 
in running the 
business.

The single and 
centralized 
management of 
the infrastructure.
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We reserve the right to make technical changes to the products or modify the contents of this document without prior notice. 
With regard to purchase orders, the agreed particulars shall prevail. TELCOSERV does not assume any responsibility for any errors or incomplete 
information in this document. 

This solution, easy to roll out to customer premises, adds power to 
any business by leveraging its value, ensuring network operations, 
increasing customer experience and at the same time decreasing 
the OPEX.
 
The PANTHORA hardware (remote unit) is a highly dynamic 
network/environment monitoring and management system, that 
is specifically designed and developed to provide monitoring 
of operational, security and environmental conditions and the 
management of the related infrastructure; all in a single innovative 
platform for all types of remote and local sites.

The PANTHORA software is a powerful network management platform 
allowing monitoring (through alarms and KPIs) and controlling 
infrastructure, all in a single proactive and intuitive platform. Moreover, 
full functionality can be integrated to existing SNMP based OMC 
(Operation and Maintenance Center) NMS platforms.
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PANTHORA 2.0 TECHNICAL PROFILE
Main features & functions 
–Monitoring and management of sites 

(server rooms/remote sites/cabinets) 
concerning operational, security and 
environmental conditions (temperature, 
humidity, water/fluids presence/levels, 
motion, intrusion, vibration etc.) over IP.

–Alarming generation based on customized 
parameters.

–Remote control of different devices from 
multiple vendors (power generators, 
rectifiers, UPS, PLCs, energy meters,  
air conditions etc.)

–Power and energy consumption 
management, fuel control.

–Operation and configuration via SNMP 
interface.

–Data collection 24x7, storage and 
presentation using graphs and reports.

–Alerts are sent using SNMP traps and/or 
e-mail when any monitored environmental 
condition exceeds a user-specified range.

–Can be customized according to specific 
requirements providing advanced 
monitoring and management solution to 
fit in a large variety of applications even 
within demanding environments.

–Access authorization system capability with 
the use of PANTHORA locks.

–Expandable ready.

Connections & Sensors 
A large variety of sensors can be used
according to the application, allowing the
monitoring and managing of remote sites
environmental and security conditions over
IP networks:
–Temperature
–Humidity
–Water/fluids presence/levels
–Motion, intrusion, vibration
–Fuel in tanks level
–Smoke/heat
–Pressure

With the use of the industry standard  
Modbus interface, a large variety of  
third-party equipment can be connected to 
the system and monitored/controlled like:
–Generators
–UPS
–Rectifiers
–HVAC systems
–Energy meters
–PLCs/SCADA systems

IC based analogue sensors cabling includes 
lightning protection as well as EMI-RFI filters. 
Modbus cabling includes lightning protection 
as well as EMI-RFI filters.

Base unit interfaces
–USB port for terminal access
–2 x Ethernet port 10/100 with RJ45 

Ethernet connector for NMS uplink
–1 x RS232/I2C bus port
–1 x RS485 port (Modbus)
–Micro SD card
–Option modules:

–2G/3G/4G-GPS module
–WiFi module
–Bluetooth module

–Lightning and EMI-RFI filters inside box
–16 x digital outputs fuse protected:

–13 x dry contacts or 12/24/48 VDC 
supply

–2 x high power outputs 12/24/48 VDC
–1 x PWM

–16 x digital inputs/dry contacts:
–12 x dry contacts
–4 x dry contacts plus 12 VDC for 

sensors operation
–6 x analogue inputs with 12 VDC power 

supply for sensors operation
–1 x 12 VDC power supply output
–1 x 24 VDC power supply output

Device particulars:
–48 VDC standard, fuse protected
–Dimensions: 19” rack mounted case 1RU
–Protocols: SNMP, FW upgrade over LAN/WAN

Configuration can be accomplished either 
locally or remotely over the internet via SNMP.
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PANTHORA 
SOFTWARE
PANTHORA software offers to the customer a 
comprehensive way for achieving site monitoring, 
management and control. Remote sites 
infrastructure and all of their subsystems (i.e. 
power, environmental, control, communications 
and security) can be remotely monitored.  
In this way organizations that need to access  
a large number of remote sites can benefit  
from substantial operational cost reductions.

PANTHORA LOCK 
w/ Access Control System:  
Be on the safe side
PANTHORA door lock is a heavy duty smart electronic 
lock combined with access control system. It offers:
–Innovative solution by combining security  

and access control
–Fully integrated to PANTHORA software
–Operation via smart phone and special application  

with encryption support
–Use of bluetooth for smart phone communication
–Safety features (auto unlock in case of fire, power  

outage, failure)
–Strong access control provisioning including:

–Full monitoring and recording of all users  
operating a lock

–Administration(s) control/user rights/user profiles
–Diagnostics/notifications


